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Regi Bernard’s small hometown on the Snake River is good for some things (like fishing) but bad for others
(like avoiding old flames). On one unlucky day, Regi runs in to the two men she least wants to see: Samuel
Tanner, her first love, whose sudden rejection still stings decades later; and Ranger Curtis Romney, the man
who trampled her daughter’s heart and reputation. But the next day, Regi’s luck is even worse. While
trespassing on Samuel’s land to fish, she discovers a dead body in the willows. And when Regi reports the
murder, she becomes the prime suspect. 

Of course Regi knows she’s innocent. What she doesn’t know is why the murder leads keep pointing to her,
and she’s not going to sit around waiting while others find out. Unraveling a murder case in a small town
where everyone and everything is interconnected is a tangled task at best. As Regi takes matters into her own
hands, she finds the evidence points to multiple townspeople as the possible killer, including Regi’s own
sister. With so many possibilities, Regi can’t get the job done without getting close to one particular
suspect—Samuel, the man she’d hoped to avoid forever. The two of them will need more than luck if they’re
going to clear their names and their past. And as Regi races to discover the truth about the murder, she may
very well face her own.
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From reader reviews:

Sharon Hardin:

Book is usually written, printed, or descriptive for everything. You can realize everything you want by a
book. Book has a different type. As you may know that book is important matter to bring us around the
world. Close to that you can your reading expertise was fluently. A reserve River Whispers will make you to
always be smarter. You can feel far more confidence if you can know about every thing. But some of you
think that will open or reading some sort of book make you bored. It is not make you fun. Why they might be
thought like that? Have you looking for best book or appropriate book with you?

Calvin Williams:

Reading a guide tends to be new life style within this era globalization. With examining you can get a lot of
information which will give you benefit in your life. Together with book everyone in this world can certainly
share their idea. Guides can also inspire a lot of people. Many author can inspire their own reader with their
story or maybe their experience. Not only situation that share in the guides. But also they write about the
information about something that you need instance. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach your
children, there are many kinds of book that you can get now. The authors on this planet always try to
improve their expertise in writing, they also doing some analysis before they write for their book. One of
them is this River Whispers.

Daniel White:

Your reading sixth sense will not betray an individual, why because this River Whispers reserve written by
well-known writer whose to say well how to make book which might be understand by anyone who also read
the book. Written throughout good manner for you, dripping every ideas and writing skill only for eliminate
your hunger then you still skepticism River Whispers as good book not simply by the cover but also by
content. This is one e-book that can break don't ascertain book by its include, so do you still needing another
sixth sense to pick this specific!? Oh come on your studying sixth sense already told you so why you have to
listening to another sixth sense.

Alvin Reed:

As a college student exactly feel bored to be able to reading. If their teacher requested them to go to the
library in order to make summary for some guide, they are complained. Just small students that has reading's
internal or real their pastime. They just do what the professor want, like asked to the library. They go to
generally there but nothing reading very seriously. Any students feel that reading through is not important,
boring as well as can't see colorful images on there. Yeah, it is for being complicated. Book is very important
for yourself. As we know that on this era, many ways to get whatever we really wish for. Likewise word
says, many ways to reach Chinese's country. Therefore this River Whispers can make you feel more
interested to read.
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